AP Statistics Fall Project (2015-2016)
BIAS IN SURVEYS

The Purpose: To investigate how bias can affect the results of a survey.

The Project: You will design and carry out an experiment about surveys and report your results. -The project must be done in groups of two or three. You will turn in one project per group.

	A written report, a poster, and an oral presentation will be required for each group. 

The project will be worth 100 points. 

Due dates:
Proposal is due 12/17 (A) & 12/18 (B)
Written Report is due 1/12 (A) & 1/13 (B)
Poster and Oral Presentations 1/19 (A) & 1/20 (B)

NOTE: All work is due at the beginning of the period, even if you are absent. Significant points will be deducted for late work. Feel free to turn in work before the due date.

Topic: You will conduct a survey on an interesting topic of your choice, but you must design it so you can investigate one (or more) of the following issues of bias:

	Is it possible to word a question in different ways that are logically equivalent but give much different responses? 


	Do the characteristics of the interviewer affect responses? 

Does anonymity change the responses to sensitive questions? 
Does providing extra information affect the responses? 

	If multiple questions are asked in one survey, does the order or wording of the previous questions alter the response? 


NOTE: You may choose another form of survey bias if you get prior approval from the teacher.

Procedure: You should compare three forms of your survey question(s). You should have a “control” question that is unbiased, a second form of the question that you expect to bias the results in one direction, and a third form of the question that will bias the results in the other direction. Alternatively, you may use a third form that addresses another of the issues of bias. You should survey at least 90 people (30 for each form of the question). Your sampling procedure should NOT be biased.

The Proposal (Must be typed, double-spaced) (10 points):

	Your survey topic and why you have chosen it. 
	A description of what type(s) of bias you are trying to create, and how you will create it. 


	A list of your survey questions, how you will ask them, and in what direction you think the bias will be. (Remember: your goal is to create survey bias). 


	A definition of your population, your sampling procedure, and a discussion of why you believe your sampling procedure is unbiased. 


	A description of where, when and how you will collect your data. (Be aware of your safety and the rights and property of others) 

The Written Report: (50 points)

Format and Style:
	The project must be typed, double-spaced in 12 point font. It should be stapled neatly.

Include title page with authors’ names and an illustration. 
Graphs must be done on the computer and incorporated into the text. 
	Your work should be grammatically correct. I will deduct points for offensive errors. 

Sections to be Included:

	Introduction: Why did you choose this topic? What type(s) of bias did you choose to investigate? What were your survey questions and how did you ask them? How did your questions address the issue of bias you chose to investigate?


	Experimental Design: What was the population you were interested in? What was your sampling procedure? How did you ensure your sampling method was unbiased? How did you achieve the three basic principles of good experimental design?


	Results: Be sure to write about your results in plain language. Support your text by including tables and graphs within the body of your paper. Present the data in both tables and graphs in such a way that the question of bias can be easily answered. Give some thought to the best way of presenting your data. Make sure to label the graphs/tables clearly and consistently.


	Conclusions: Were you successful in creating a bias? Be specific – what direction, how large? Do you still believe your sampling procedure was a good one? Did you encounter any problems during your project? What would you do differently? What did you learn from this project?


The Poster: (25 points) Your poster should completely summarize your project, yet be simple enough to be understood by a freshman. It must be on a full-sized piece of poster board. It should be visually appealing and clearly communicate your topic, survey questions, results, and conclusions. Remember the purpose of the project! Do not make it too heavy--I may want to hang yours up!

Poster Presentation: (15 points) You will present your poster to members of our class as part of a Poster Session. Be prepared to speak knowledgeably and answer questions about your project.








This project was presented by Josh Tabor, Wilson High School , Hacienda Heights, CA at CMC-SS Annual

Conference, Palm Springs, CA November 1999. Based on “How to Ask Questions: Designing a Survey” found in
Activity Based Statistics, by Scheaffer (Springer 1996).

